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1. BACKGROUND 

The Australian Acoustic Observatory (A2O) has been conceived as a continental-scale 

acoustic sensor network, recording for a five-year period across multiple Australian 

habitats.  

The A2O will be composed of 400 continuously operating acoustic sensors collecting 

approximately 2PB of sound data over the duration of the project. The data will be stored on 

the cloud with the Queensland Cyber Infrastructure Foundation and made freely available to 

researchers, citizen scientists, and the general public. The project is funded by an ARC Linkage 

Infrastructure, Equipment and Facilities (LIEF) grant of $1.8 million. The A2O is led by 

Professor Paul Roe from the Queensland University of Technology (QUT) Ecoacoustics Research 

Group, in collaboration with Professor David Watson from Charles Sturt University (CSU), 

Professor Lin Schwarzkopf from James Cook University (JCU), Associate Professor Paul 

McDonald from the University of New England (UNE), and Associate Professor Richard Fuller 

from the University of Queensland (UQ).  

 

2. DESIGN: SITE LOCATIONS 

The A2O will incorporate 90 sites across seven major ecoregions (Figure 1). Each site will 

incorporate four acoustic sensor points, with two acoustic sensor points established in relatively 

wet habitat (wetland, river, creek, drainage line, spring, depression etc.) paired with two in 

relatively dry habitat. The range of wet and dry points will vary based on local conditions. 

This arrangement will provide a total of 360 acoustic sensors across the network.  

 

 

   Figure 1: Australian Acoustic Observatory site locations. 
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INDIVIDUAL SITE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

Individual site design (Figure 2) requires that: 

 wet sensor points are located ≤50 m from the edge of a watercourse, waterbody, or 

equivalent topographical feature 

 the distance between each wet–dry sensor pair (red dashed box in Fig. 2) within a site 

should be 500 m to 5000 m—except where constraints (i.e. spatial constraints, such as 

small or narrow sites) allow up to 20 000 m 

 the distance between wet–wet and dry–dry sensor points within a site should be 500 

m to 5000 m—except where constraints allow up to 20 000 m. 

Where constraints prevent the four acoustic sensors from being deployed across one 

contiguous site, sensors may be spread over two or more nearby areas (e.g. reserves, national 

parks) of the same vegetation type within 20 000 m of each other. Vegetation cover should 

be similar within the boundaries of each site, however, it is understood that vegetation will 

vary close to watercourses, waterbodies, or equivalent topographical features. Sensors may 

be located close to tracks and edges if site constraints prevent otherwise. It is advised that 

sensors be located at least 100 m from major roads to reduce the dominance of traffic noise.  

 

 

Figure 2: Site layout for Australian Acoustic Observatory sensors. 
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3. HARDWARE 

Acoustic sensors have been built to specification by Frontier Labs in Brisbane, Australia. Each 

acoustic sensor stores data on high-capacity SD cards, which will be manually collected and 

replaced at least once a year.  

 

Acoustic sensors are powered by solar panels linked to batteries and charge controllers, with 

all equipment easily mounted on a standard 1.8 m star picket. This design ensures each 

acoustic sensor and additional hardware is simple to install and has minimal space 

requirements (Figure3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Established sensor. 

Solar panel attached 

directly to box 

Sensor mounted on 1.8 m 

star picket 

Acoustic recorder, battery, 
charge controller, SD cards 
and microphone in one 
compact box mounted on 

adjustable bracket 
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4. EQUIPMENT 

Check that the following equipment is available before sensor deployment. See Section 8 for 

additional equipment for deployments where livestock and/or large feral animals are 

present. 

PROVIDED BY AUSTRALIAN ACOUSTIC OBSERVATORY 

 4 x acoustic sensors (each sensor consists of a recorder, solar panel, battery, box, 

aluminium bracket, adjustable aluminium arm, stainless steel bolt, stainless steel nut, 2 x 

stainless steel washers, thin stainless steel bolt, and stainless steel wingnut) 

 8 x microphones (4 x deployment microphones, 4 x spare microphones in site 

deployment box after 12 months) 

 8 x 512 GB SD cards (2 x SD cards per recorder) in site deployment box 

 8 x 8 mm (40 mm long) galvanised steel bolts 

 8 x 8 mm galvanised steel nuts 

 8 x 8 mm galvanised steel washers 

 8 x silica gel packets in site deployment box 

 4 x aluminium point identification tags in site deployment box 

 10 x small zip ties (< 5 mm diameter) 

 1 x USB containing deployment manual, deployment checklist, deployment video, and 

spreadsheet for data entry in site deployment box 

 1 x hardcopy deployment checklist in site deployment box 

 4 x hardcopy field point data sheets in site deployment box 

 

PROVIDED BY THE PARTICIPANT 

 1 x map of site (sensor points noted using GPS)  

 4 x 1.8 m star pickets (with 8 mm diameter attachment holes) 

 2 x 13 mm spanner  

 1 x tape measure 

 1 x post driver or hammer 

 1 x GPS 

 1 x compass  

 1 x umbrella or other waterproof cover (if needed) 

 grass suppression equipment (if needed) 

 1 x camera (smartphone acceptable quality)
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5. SENSOR DEPLOYMENT STEPS  

Please be advised that the process of sensor deployment is made easier with two people. 

BEFORE FIELD DEPLOYMENT 

 

1. Determine the four sensor points for each site before field deployment, and 

confirm with the Australian Acoustic Observatory by emailing coordinates using 

decimal degrees and WGS84 map datum to the Australian Acoustic 

Observatory at a2o@qut.edu.au (Table 1).  

 

Table 1: Example of coordinate format for four sensor points. 

Site 

 

 Point 1-123 
(Wet A) 

Point 1-124 
(Dry A) 

Point 1-125 
(Wet B) 

Point 1-126 
(Dry B) 

Latitude -27.38658 
 

-27.38892 -27.38858 -27.39108 

Longitude 152.87665 
 

152.88115 152.87193 152.87675 

 

 

Program accepted coordinates into a GPS. Base the sensor points on the 

individual site design requirements outlined in Section 2, and local knowledge 

of the area. This knowledge may include the vegetation communities and 

ecosystems of each site, areas of suitable sunlight exposure, local fire 

management guidelines and the potential threat of wildfires, potential flood 

events, the presence of livestock or large feral animals, and the potential 

impacts of people.  

 

NOTE: Please ensure that sensors receive adequate sunlight exposure, 

particularly for points with dense canopy cover. If possible, check after one 

day that all sensors are charging to 100% battery capacity. 

 

2. Record the Sensor Identification Number (displayed on the outside of the box), 

the SD Card Identification Numbers (displayed on the front of the SD cards), 

and the Microphone Identification Number (displayed on the base of the 

microphone). 

mailto:a2o@qut.edu.au
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3. Attach the adjustable arm to the bracket on the back of the sensor box using 

the stainless steel bolt, nut and washers provided. Ensure that the curved part 

of the arm is attached facing towards the box and pointing down towards the 

bottom of the sensor. The arm can be locked flat against the box using the thin 

stainless steel bolt and wingnut for transport into the field (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4: Connect the adjustable aluminium arm to the bracket using the stainless steel 
nut, bolt and washers. Note that the curved side of the aluminium arm is facing towards 
box and pointing down. 
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4. Open the box.  

 

If it is raining, ensure this step is completed under cover so that internal 

components are not exposed to moisture. 

 

Place two silica gel packets into the box between the battery and the 

recorder. Each sensor has four SD card slots. One high-capacity 512 GB SD 

card will be delivered with each sensor if sensors are checked every six months. 

Two high-capacity 512 GB SD cards will be delivered with each sensor if 

sensors are checked every 12 months. Insert the SD card/s into the top, or top 

two SD card slots before deployment. Insert the SD cards so that the bottom 

with the metal contact points is facing towards the display panel (Figure 5). 

Securely close the box by pushing both of the lid clips down, ensuring a 

watertight seal. 

 

 

Figure 5: Insert the two SD cards into the top two SD card slots. Note the orientation of 

the SD card. 

 
 

FIELD DEPLOYMENT 

 

5. Use the GPS to locate the field position of each sensor point.  
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6. Attach one microphone to the microphone port on the sensor box. Be sure to 

align the microphone with the microphone port on the sensor box. The 

microphone port has four contact holes, unlike the external power attachment, 

which has two contact holes. There is a cut-away section on the microphone and 

the microphone port that line up. Pull back the ring at the base of the 

microphone when connecting to the microphone port. Insert the microphone into 

the microphone port and twist the microphone ring clockwise to attach securely 

to the microphone port (Figure 6). 

 

 

Figure 6: Sensor microphone port (A) and microphone (B). Note the four holes on the 
microphone port, the cut-away sections on the microphone port and microphone which 
need to line up when connecting, and the ring at the base of the microphone. 

 

7. At the proposed sensor point use a compass to face north, and visually inspect 

the overhead and/or understorey vegetation for gaps that will allow direct 

sunlight to fall on the sensor solar panel for several hours each day (Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7: Visually inspect vegetation for gaps that will allow direct sunlight to fall on 
the sensor solar panel. 
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8. Open the box.  

 

If it is raining ensure that the sensor is protected by an umbrella or other 

waterproof cover so that internal components are not exposed to moisture.  

 

9. Attach the battery wires to the battery. Ensure that the polarity of the wires 

matches the battery connectors (Figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 8: Securely attach battery wires to the battery. 

 

10. When the wires are attached securely the following information will be 

displayed on the sensor screen in this order: 

i. The Frontier Labs logo 

ii. Reading Card 1 and 2 

iii. Waiting for GPS synchronisation 

iv. Creating file (FLAC) 

v. Full operational sensor display: battery percentage and charging 

indicator, satellite connectivity, SD card use and percentage, recording 
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(REC), 16 bit, 22 kHz, FLAC, time, date, and recording schedule (Figure 

9). Charging indicator is only visible when solar panel is exposed to 

sunlight. When sensor display information is shown the sensor is actively 

recording. 

 

Please be aware that sensors have a pre-programmed schedule, 

including time recorded in UTC, and do not need any further 

configuration. 

 

NOTE: If the sensor fails to start or shows an error, please email the 

Australian Acoustic Observatory at a2o@qut.edu.au describing the 

specific problem with the sensor log from the SD card attached. Attach 

a photograph of the screen output for clarity. 

 

 

Figure 9:  Sensor display. 

 

11. At the proposed sensor point, face north and angle the solar panel of the open 

sensor box to a position resembling the final deployment angle. The angle 

should be closest to the latitude of the location in which the sensor is deployed. 

For example, Hobart’s latitude is 42.8°, therefore the deployment angle would 

be 40°; Brisbane’s latitude is 27.5°, therefore the deployment angle would be 

mailto:a2o@qut.edu.au
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30°; Darwin’s latitude is 12.5°, therefore the deployment angle would be 10° 

(Figure 10). 

 

12. Ensure that the charge indicator is visible on the display (Figure 10). If the 

charge indicator is visible, then the solar panel is receiving adequate sunlight to 

power the sensor.  

 

13. Ensure that the satellite connectivity indicator has a tick visible under the 

satellite icon (Figure 10). If the satellite connectivity indicator has a tick visible, 

then the sensor has a GPS signal lock. Please note that it may take longer for 

the sensor to detect satellites when there is high cloud cover and rain, and in 

thick vegetation. 

 

 

Figure 10: Estimating solar exposure and checking satellite connectivity. 

 

14. If the charge indicator and the satellite connectivity indicator tick are visible 

then the location is a suitable sensor point. When the sensor point location is 

confirmed: 

i. Turn off the sensor by pressing the red power button. 
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ii. Record the sensor point location using decimal degrees coordinates and 

WGS84 map datum.   

 

15. If the charge indicator and/or the satellite connectivity tick are not visible: 

i. Turn off the sensor by pressing the red power button.  

ii. Find another sensor point location. 

iii. Turn on the sensor by pressing the red power button. 

iv. Follow Steps 11 to 13 again until the sensor is charging and receiving a 

GPS signal. 

 

16. Drive a 1.8 m star picket into the ground at each sensor point to a depth of 60 

cm using a post driver or hammer. Ensure that the star picket holes are facing 

north so that the sensor can be connected to the star picket for maximum solar 

exposure. The orientation should be checked using a compass (Figure 11). Once 

established, the star picket should be exposed 1.2 m above the ground 

surface. The height should be checked with a tape measure. 

 

 

Figure 11 : Install the 1.8 m star picket, with attachment holes facing north. The 
orientation of the star picket should be checked with a compass. 
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17. Each sensor box comes mounted on an aluminium bracket with marked 

gradations in degrees. Move the attached adjustable aluminium arm to the 

optimal bracket angle so that the solar panel receives maximum solar 

exposure. The angle should be closest to the latitude of the location in which the 

sensor is deployed (See Step 11).  

 

Lock the bracket into place using the thin stainless steel bolt and stainless steel 

wingnut provided (Figure 12).  

 

  

Figure 12 : Lock the bracket at the correct angle using the thin stainless steel bolt and 
wingnut. 
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18. Attach each sensor to the star picket with two galvanised steel 8 mm bolts (40 

mm long), two galvanised steel 8 mm nuts, and two galvanised steel 8 mm 

washers using the two 13 mm spanners. Attach the sensor to the two uppermost 

holes on the star picket so that it sits above the top of the star picket with the 

sensor orientated north (Figure 13). Please refer to Section 8 for star picket 

arrangement and attachment for sites where sensors will be affected by 

livestock and/or large feral animals. 

 

 

Figure 13 : Attach the sensor to the star picket. 
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19. Turn on the sensor by pressing the red power button. 

 

20. Take a photograph of the sensor display and save to the USB provided.  

 

21. Securely close the box by pushing both of the lid clips down, ensuring a 

watertight seal. 

 

22. Insert a zip tie through the holes on the sensor box and pull tightly to secure the 

lid closed (Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 14 : Zip tie the sensor box lid closed. 

 

23. Attach the aluminium sensor point identification tag tightly to the star picket 

using a zip tie, ensuring that it will not move in windy conditions. 

 

24. Remove grass to a radius of 2 m surrounding the sensor if the grass may impact 

the ongoing operation of the sensor (e.g. height of grass is taller than sensor, 

potential for fire etc.). Grass may be cut, or suppressed using matting. 
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25. Take sensor point photographs facing north, east, south, and west from the 

sensor at head height, in that order. Take a photograph of the sensor at a 

distance of 2 m at head height (Figure 15). Sensor photographs should be 

taken every 12 months. Photographs, including the display photograph (see 

Step 20), should be stored on the USB provided and returned in the site 

deployment box by mail to the Australian Acoustic Observatory: 

 

Australian Acoustic Observatory 

Queensland University of Technology 

Q Block, Q125 

2 George Street 

Brisbane, QLD 4000 

 

 

Figure 15 : Sensor point photographs. 
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26. Record other sensor point field data (general information, maintenance and 

operational issues, location, landform, vegetation, disturbance, and photograph 

information) into the spreadsheet provided on the USB, or a hardcopy sensor 

point data sheet. If data are recorded in hardcopy form, transfer the 

information onto the USB as soon as possible.  

 

27. Send the USB containing complete sensor point data sheets in the site 

deployment box to the Australian Acoustic Observatory (see address in Step 

25). Return an updated data spreadsheet every 12 months. 
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6. SENSOR MAINTENANCE 

Ensure that sensors are cleaned and checked for damage, and that full SD cards are replaced 

with new SD cards every 6 to 12 months, depending on visitation rate. Full SD cards must be 

returned by mail in the site deployment box to the Australian Acoustic Observatory every 6 to 

12 months (see address in Step 25). A new microphone must be attached to the sensor if the 

old microphone is heavily damaged and/or after 12 months of operation. 

 

SD CARD REPLACEMENT 

1. Open the box. If it is raining ensure that the sensor is protected by an umbrella 

or other waterproof cover so that internal components are not exposed to 

moisture. 

 

2. Turn off the sensor by pressing the red power button. 

 

3. Remove and replace the full SD cards with new, empty SD cards as detailed in 

Section 5, Step 2. 

 

4. Turn on the sensor by pressing the red power button. 

 

5. Check the display as detailed in Section 5, Step 10. 

 

6. Take a photograph of the display as detailed in Section 5, Step 20. 

 

7. Securely close the box by pushing both of the lid clips down, ensuring a 

watertight seal. 

 

8. Insert a zip tie through the holes on the sensor box and pull tightly to secure the 

lid closed. 

 

9. Return full SD cards in the site deployment box to the Australian Acoustic 

Observatory (see address in Section 5, Step 25). 
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MICROPHONE REPLACEMENT 

1. Open the box. If it is raining ensure that the sensor is protected by an umbrella 

or other waterproof cover so that internal components are not exposed to 

moisture. 

 

2. Turn off the sensor by pressing the red power button. 

 

3. Remove and replace the microphone as detailed in Section 5, Step 6. 

 

4. Turn on the sensor by pressing the red power button. 

 

5. Check the display as detailed in Section 5, Step 10. 

 

6. Securely close the box by pushing both of the lid clips down, ensuring a 

watertight seal. 

 

7. Insert a zip tie through the holes on the sensor box and pull tightly to secure the 

lid closed. 

 

8. Return old or damaged microphones in the site deployment box to the 

Australian Acoustic Observatory (see address in Section 5, Step 25).  
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7. CHECKLIST FOR INSTALLING SOLAR POWERED ACOUSTIC SENSORS 

 

 
BEFORE FIELD DEPLOYMENT 
 

 1. Locate sensor point location and program into a GPS. 
 
 

 2. Record the Sensor Identification Number, the SD Card Identification Numbers, and the Microphone 
Identification Number. 

 

 3. Attach the adjustable arm to the bracket on the back of the sensor box using the nut, bolt and washers 
provided. 

 

 4. If raining, ensure sensor is covered. 
 
 

 5. Open box. 
 
 

 6. Insert two SD cards into top two SD card slots. 
 
 

 7. Close box. 
 
 

 

 
FIELD DEPLOYMENT 
 

 8. Locate sensor point using a GPS. 
 
 

 9. At the sensor point identify the direction of north using a compass. 
 
 

 10. Adjust bracket to correct angle for latitude. 
 
 

 11. Attach battery wires to battery to turn on sensor. 
 
 

 12. Check display. 
 
 

 13. Orientate solar panel to the north and at deployment angle to ensure sensor is charging and sensor has 
GPS signal lock. 

 

 14. If sensor is charging and sensor has GPS signal lock, go to 18. If sensor is not charging and/or sensor does 
not have GPS signal lock, go to 15. 
 

 15. Turn off sensor. 
 

 

 16. Find another sensor point. 
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 17. Turn on sensor. Go to 13. 
 
 

 18. Turn off sensor. 
 
 

 19. Record coordinates of final sensor point. 
 

 

 20. Drive a 1.8 m star picket into ground to a depth of 60 cm with the attachment holes facing north. 
 
 

 21. Adjust bracket to correct angle for latitude. 
 
 

 22. Attach the sensor bracket to the top two holes of the star picket using the nuts, bolts and washers. 
 
 

 23. Turn on sensor. 
 
 

 24. Take photograph of display. 
 
 

 25. Close box and zip tie securely. 
 
 

 26. Attach sensor point identification tag to star picket. 
 
 

 27. Remove surrounding grass if required. 
 
 

 28. Take point photographs (north, east, south, west, and sensor). 
 
 

 29. Record other point field data (general information, maintenance and operational issues, location, landform, 
vegetation, disturbance, and photograph information) on the USB. 

 

 30. Mail photographs and deployment data on USB to the Australian Acoustic Observatory. 
 
 

 31. Revisit and maintain sensor according to predetermined schedule: replace full SD cards with empty SD 
cards (6–12 months), mail full SD cards to the Australian Acoustic Observatory (6–12 months), replace 
microphone (12 months), take point photographs (12 months), update point data, and mail point 
photographs and point data on USB to the Australian Acoustic Observatory (12 months).  
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8. DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURES WHERE LIVESTOCK AND/OR LARGE FERAL 

ANIMALS ARE PRESENT 

For sites and sensor points where livestock and/or large feral animals (e.g. goats, camels etc.) 

are present, it may be necessary to attach sensors to star pickets greater than 1.8 m high. 

Deployment in these areas will require two people. 

 

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT (FOR EACH SENSOR POINT) 

 1 x additional 1.8 m star picket (with 8 mm diameter attachment holes) 

 2 x additional 8 mm (25 mm–40 mm long) galvanised steel bolts (ensure that the 

thread runs the entire length of the bolt) 

 2 x additional 8 mm galvanised steel nuts 

 2 x additional 8 mm galvanised steel washers 

 1 x step ladder 

 

SENSOR DEPLOYMENT STEPS 

1. Follow Section 5, Steps 1 to 15 for standard deployment.  

 

2. Drive a 1.8 m star picket into the ground at each sensor point to a depth of 60 cm 

using a post driver or hammer. Ensure that the star picket holes are facing south. The 

orientation should be checked using a compass. Once established, the star picket 

should be exposed 1.2 m above the ground surface. The height should be checked with 

a tape measure. 

 

3. Attach the additional star picket and sensor to the first star picket with the two 

additional galvanised steel 8 mm bolts (25 mm–40 mm long), the two additional 

galvanised steel 8 mm nuts, and the two additional galvanised steel 8 mm washers 

using the two 13 mm spanners. Ensure that the two additional bolts have a thread that 

runs the entire length of the bolt, enabling the two star pickets to be firmly joined 

together through the top holes of the first star picket and the bottom holes of the 

additional star picket. When joined, the combined height of the two star pickets should 

be approximately 2.1 m. This process will require two people and a step ladder. 

(Figure 16). 
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Figure 16: Attach the additional star picket and sensor to the first star picket. 

 

4. Each sensor box comes mounted on an aluminium bracket with marked gradations in 

degrees. Move the attached adjustable aluminium arm to the optimal bracket angle so 

that the solar panel receives maximum solar exposure. The angle should be closest to 

the latitude of the location in which the sensor is deployed (See Section 5, Step 11).  

 

Lock the bracket into place using the thin stainless steel bolt and stainless steel wingnut 

provided. 

 

5. Attach the sensor to the additional star picket with two galvanised steel 8 mm bolts (40 

mm long), two galvanised steel 8 mm nuts, and two galvanised steel 8 mm washers 

using the two 13 mm spanners. Attach the sensor to the two uppermost holes on the star 

picket so that it sits above the top of the star picket with the sensor. The sensor should 

be facing north in the same direction as the additional star picket holes. This process 

will require two people and a step ladder (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17: Bolting the sensor to the additional star picket. The sensor should be facing in the same 
direction as the star picket holes. 

 

6. Follow Section 5, Steps 19 to 27 for standard deployment. 

 


